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Abstract 
The decision tree is a flexible and useful classification tool. But on the data with high dimensionality, it 
meets problems. For most of current decision tree algorithms, when splitting a node of a tree, only the 
“best” one feature is selected and used. Since more features are ignored, the classification accuracy is 
not high. To solve the problem, this paper uses a cluster tree for text categorization. Unlike familiar 
decision trees (e.g. CART, C4.5), clustering results are used as the splitting rule and more features are 
considered. Obviously, the used clustering algorithm is an very important to the cluster tree. For  better 
performance, a text clustering algorithm is proposed to enhance the cluster tree. Experiments show that 
the cluster tree solves the high-dimensionality problem and outperforms C4.5 and CART on text data. 
Sometimes, it may do better than LibSVM, which may be the most powerful tool for text categorization. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
With ever-increasing volume of text data from various online sources, it is an important task to 
categorize or classify these text documents into manageable and meaningful categories[1]. So far, many 
text categorization techniques have been proposed, such as centroid-based classifier[2], Bayesian 
classifier[3], support vector machines[4], decision tree[5], and so on. However, previous works have 
found that the classification accuracy of decision tree is not high on text categorization. 
The difficulty of dealing with the text data is the high dimensionality[6]. But the performance of the 
decision tree is very poor. It is caused by the operating of familiar decision trees  (e.g. C4.5, CART). In 
generating a decision tree, the node is split recursively by some criterions (e.g. information energy, Gini 
index), until each node is class-pure enough. For most of current decision tree algorithms, only the “best” 
one feature is selected and used in each splitting step. However, in the Vector Space Model (VSM)[8], 
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which is used for text representation generally, the number of features are too high. Sometimes, it reaches 
tens or hundreds of thousands. Hence, too much features are ignored, which leads the poor performance.
The motivation of this paper is to use more features to build a tree classifier. Unlike C4.5[9] or 
CART[10], clustering or cluster analysis is executed on the leaf-node of the tree. By adding resulted 
clusters into the tree constantly, the cluster tree grows. Obviously, the performance of cluster tree strongly 
relies on the chosen clustering algorithm. For better performance of cluster tree, we also proposes a new 
text clustering algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the framework of the cluster tree. Section 3 
proposes a text clustering algorithm to enhance the cluster tree. Comparing experiments are shown in 
Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion. 
2.  The Framework of Cluster Tree 
 The cluster tree is a flow-cluster-like tree structure (Fig.1). The nodes are clusters or subsets of the 
training set. In the internal nodes, the class-purity is not high. But in the leaf nodes, the class-purity is 
high generally. Hence, if a new object drops in a leaf cluster, its class label can be estimated by the 
information of the cluster. For the cluster tree algorithm, it includes two steps, generating tree and 
classification using tree. 
Fig.1 An example of cluster tree 
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2.1. Generating Cluster tree 
In generating a cluster tree, the class-purity and the sample-capacity are two important parameters. In 
this paper, we define them as follows, 
Definition 1. The capacity of a cluster is the total numbers of samples in the cluster.
)(||)( kkk CxICC ∈==θ                                                                 (1) 
Definition 2. The purity of a cluster is that the maximum sample-frequent for each class in the cluster.
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By controlling above parameters, a cluster tree is generated. In our algorithm, the capacity threshold 
thθ  and the purity threshold thρ  are pre-set. For cluster-node kC , if the purity is high enough, 
thkC ρρ >)( , it is considered that the cluster kC  is so reliable that the partition of kC is not necessary. 
Otherwise, it is also not reasonable that the capacity of a cluster is too small. If thkC θθ <)( , the 
clustering is not needed and kC  is left as a leaf of the tree. The detail of the cluster tree framework is 
shown in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 Generate a cluster tree 
Output: The tree T 
Input: Training set (X; Y) 
Parameter: Purity-threshold thρ , Capacity-threshold thθ
1: initialize tree T with X; 
2: select leaf-node set of T , },,{ 21 /CCL =
3: for each LCk ∈  do 
4:  get the purity and the size of kC (Eq.1 and Eq.2); 
5:  if thkthk CC θθρρ >∧< )()( then 
6:   run a clustering algorithm on set kC ;
7:   grow T with new clusters on node kC ;
8:   goto 2; 
9:  end if
10: end for
2.2. Classification using cluster tree 
For the purpose of classification, each cluster-node of tree should be marked a class. In the cluster, if 
there is only one class (the purity is equal to 1), the cluster is marked with the class obviously. But if there 
are several classes, only the most frequent class is considered. 
Definition 3. In cluster kC , if samples with class kΩ are the most, then class kΩ is called the most 
frequent class of kC .
})({maxarg
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Given a new object x , a path in the tree is traced, until it reaches a leaf node. If  x  reaches the leaf 
node kC , the class of x  is labeled as the most frequent class kΩ . But different with CART or C4.5, the 
cluster tree chooses the path by comparing the distance. In general, the distance measure is related to the 
used clustering algorithm, which will be discussed in the next section. 
3. Text Clustering Algorithm 
In fact, the performance of the cluster tree strongly relies on the clustering algorithm. For that reason, 
this section proposes a text clustering algorithm for better performance of cluster tree. 
Let TnXXXX ),,,( 21 /= is the a set of n  objects, where ),,,( ,2,1, miiii xxxX /=  is 
characterized by a set of m  variables (attributes). Out algorithm aims to partition n  objects into K
clusters by the cosine distance, 
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where, ),,,( ,2,1, mkkkk dddD /=  is the centroid of cluster kC .
Considering the sparseness in the text data, the importance of features are different. For example, if a 
term appears almost all documents, it is not important to clustering or classification. Conversely, if a term 
appears only in one cluster, it can be asserted that the term is significant. Hence, we calculate the 
centroids as follows, 
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where, ),,( 2,1, /kkk μμμ = is the mean of cluster kC .
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Like k -means, the algorithm includes two steps. In the first step, the centroids kD  is updated by Eq.5. 
Then, each object iX  is assigned into the nearest cluster in the second step. That is, 
),(maxarg kiC CXdistk . Two steps are repeated until no object assignment changed. The detail of 
the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2 Cluster-feature-centroid clustering 
Input: Training set X and the number of clusters K 
Output: a set of K clusters 
1: repeat
2:  update the centroids of clusters 
3:  assign each object iX  into the nearest clusters 
4: until no change 
4. Experiments 
In this work, experiments were conducted on 19MclassTextWC, which contains 19 multi-class text 
datasets collected by George Forman. In the experiments, we compared our algorithm with some famous 
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methods. The codes of C4.5 and CART are from the open source Weka. LibSVM is a version of support 
vector machines. ADCC was a k-means cluster tree[7]. 
4.1. Tree comparison 
In the first experiment, the data set oh10 is selected. It has 3228 features and 10 classes. We use 80% 
as training data to generate the tree. For cluster tree and DCC, the parameters are set as, 
85.=thρ , 10=thθ . C4.5 and CART use the default parameters. Four trees are generated with 4 
methods.  
The details of 4 trees are listed in Table 1. As introduced, CART and C4.5 only use one feature in a 
splitting step. But for text data, it needs many features to build the classification model. In other words, 
there are many splitting step for generating a tree. For the better performance, the tree grows bigger and 
bigger. For example, the size of C4.5 is 201 and the number of leaves is 101. By clustering, the cluster 
tree has not such problems. But because used clustering algorithm is not suitable, the size of DCC tree is 
also big. Otherwise, our cluster tree uses more features in each splitting step. The clustering algorithm is 
also suitable. It is not surprised that the cluster tree is small. Meanwhile, due to the smaller size, the 
execute time of generating the cluster tree is very low. It is only 0.515 second, which is approximately 
1/80 of CART. 
Table 1. Tree comparison 
 Cluster Tree C4.5 CART DCC 
Number of leaves 15 101 27 19 
Size of tree 20 201 53 31 
Time taken (second) .515 20.1 43.5 26.8 
4.2. Comparison results 
In the second experiment, we select some subsets of 19MclassTextWC. The properties of selected data 
sets are listed in Table 2. Five algorithms are performed with 5-fold-cross-validation on such data. For the 
cluster tree, C4.5, CART and DCC, the parameters are set as Section 4.1. LibSVM uses a linear Kernel 
with the regularization parameter 0.03125, which is generally used in text categorization.  
Table 2. Properties of data 
Dataset Features Classes Numbers of samples for each class 
Oh0 3180 10 57:71:76:181:115:136:194:66:51:56 
Oh5 3012 10 74:72:61:149:85:120:93:144:61:59 
Oh10 3228 10 126:165:87:165:148:60:70:61:52:116 
Oh15 3101 10 56:53:69:98:106:154:56:98:157:66 
Tr21 7902 6 231:16:9:41:35:4 
Tr41 7454 10 26:174:95:243:35:9:162:33:18:83 
The comparison results are shown in Table.3. Due to the high-dimensionality problem, the classical 
decision tree (C4.5, CART) needs to grow bigger to match the data. Even so, the performances of C4.5 
and CART still seem not high. DCC is also a cluster tree algorithm, which generates the tree by k-means. 
But in text data, k-means is not a good clustering method. So, it is hard to assert that DCC outperforms 
the traditional decision tree. However, clustering method proposed in this paper performs well for the task 
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of text clustering. It is not surprised that the cluster tree in this paper outperforms CART and C4.5. 
Moreover, our method can do better than LibSVM on some data. 
Table3. The classification accuracy 
Dataset ClusterTree C4.5 CART LibSVM DCC 
Oh0 .8408 .8136  .8185  .8404 .8106 
Oh5 .8913 .7941 .8409  .8584  .7989 
Oh10 .8095 .6990 .7752 .7933 .7428 
Oh15 .8196  .7327 .7722  .8127  .7322 
Tr21 .9104 .8125  .8125  .8779 .8806 
Tr41 .9488 .9191 .9282 .9498  .8863 
5. Conclusions 
This paper uses a cluster tree method to solve the high-dimensionality problem of decision tree 
classifier. Moreover, we propose a text clustering algorithm to enhance the performance of cluster tree. 
Experiments show that our cluster tree outperforms C4.5 and CART on text data. Sometimes, it is better 
than LibSVM, which is the most powerful tool for text categorization currently. 
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